Editions
Classic

Pro

Platinum

Familiar CAD tools
100% Real DWG

BricsCAD®.
One workflow
to design tomorrow.

LISP API with Visual Editor

BricsCAD is the familiar design platform
for all your needs: 2D drafting, 3D modeling,
Mechanical design and BIM.

2D Constraint Management
3D Direct Modeling
Rendering, Lights & Materials
Third-Party Applications
3D Constraint Management

Which would you prefer?

3D Auto-Parametrization

Aren’t you tired of living in designer hell? High prices, restrictive licensing, no platform choice…
Hey, this isn’t the 90’s anymore! You deserve better, today.

Deformable Modeling

Mechanical

BIM

Ultimate

All Platinum Features
OTHER

Mechanical Features
Assembly Modeling
Bills of Materials

High
Pricing

Sheet Metal

Restrictive
Licensing

Not
Approachable

Fair
Pricing

Flexible
Licensing

Approachable
& Responsive

Automatic Exploded Views
Building Information Modeling
Continuous Level of Development
Automatic Classification Tools
Al-based Modeling
HVAC & Structural Sets
Download, install & activate BricsCAD® 10 min

Switch to BricsCAD® in 30 minutes

Import of custom content

In the last two decades, our singular focus has been building cost-effective, mission-critical CAD tools. Built
on industry-standard .dwg, our products enable users, CAD managers, and applications software developers
to achieve their goals in less time, for less money. We get up each morning to focus on these goals.

Learn more at www.bricsys.com

HQ European office
Bellevue 5/201
9050 GENT
Belgium
contact.eu@bricsys.com

CUIs

Plotters

Tool Palettes

Blocks

Templates

LISP programs

Start Using BricsCAD®

EASY SWITCH

10 min

10 min

Download and install BricsCAD® in record
time and then import your custom AutoCAD
configurations in minutes. Be proficient in
an hour, become a master in a day!

Introducing a new
Dark Interface

Collaboration for
design teams

You can toggle between the classic
light user interface and the new Dark
UI with a click.

We’re bringing the power of Bricsys
24/7 collaboration to the BricsCAD
product family. Deeply integrated into
BricsCAD®, Bricsys 24/7 combines
cloud storage with the desktop
capabilities of CAD, to streamline and
improve collaboration between design
team members.

New expandable panels, consistent
and familiar workspaces, and
BricsCAD’s new Start tab will speed
your design tasks.

Blockify

Make blocks dynamic with AI assistance

Point Clouds

Familiar interface

Use BLOCKIFY to find repeated geometry and
convert it into blocks to automate repetitive
tasks.

Use the power of AI to turn 3D solids into fully
parametric parts in seconds. Use equations and
variables, entirely table-driven.

We’ve extended our point cloud visualization tools
to better support industry standards, like RCP and
variable-field PTS files.

The new Dark UI makes BricsCAD® even more
familiar to the users of other CAD packages.

Native .dwg 2018 file format

Rich application catalog

BricsCAD® upholds the DWG standard to the
highest level. We’re committed to delivering
the highest fidelity, compatibility, and functionality
from the industry-standard CAD data storage format.

Find hundreds of applications to automate workflows
and support industry-specific needs. A group of our
premier application developers are now offering their
products directly from BricsCAD®.

COMING SOON

Nearest Distance

Civil Tools

Dynamically view and modify the distance
between two entities.

Leveraging our geometry expertise, BricsCAD®
offers extended modeling workflows for creating
and editing TIN surfaces, grading, and alignments.

.dwg

BricsCAD® BIM

BricsCAD® Mechanical

BIM Software
for creatives

Advanced
Mechanical design

BricsCAD® BIM significantly improves
on our solids-based concept to documentation
workflow to create CAD-accurate Building
Information Models in record time.

A complete mechanical design toolkit,
all in .dwg. Assemble freely using the
power of 3D Direct Modeling.

Design
Create your concepts in 3D &
move to BIM automatically

Your perfect BIM workflow

Why BricsCAD Mechanical?

Go from concept to detailed construction documents.

Create assemblies of parts to organize your complex 3D models.
Using powerful 3D constraints, you can compose assemblies as top-down or bottom-up designs.

Add Data

Documentation

Communicate

Model freely

Design Efficiently

Use any data

Automated drafting

Enjoy continuous LOD
with the power of AI

Automate drawing creation,
detail with the best 2D tools

Supporting IFC 4.0 and BCF
for seamless collaboration

The power of 3D Direct
Modeling in BricsCAD® lets
you choose how you work.

Create parametric components
from constrained 3D solids
and use them across your
designs.

Import data from popular
MCAD formats, such as
Solidworks, Inventor, and Creo.

The best, most familiar
workflow for turning your
mechanical designs into
production drawings.

Stair Tool

Auto match for BIM info

Bills of Materials Panel

Exploded Views

The new BIMSTAIR parametric staircase
generator helps to create detailed stair layouts.

The AUTOMATCH tool lets you copy compositions
and details across your entire BIM, automatically.

To speed the layout of Bills of Materials,
the interactive BOM panel helps you create
and format tables faster and more accurately.

The powerful Exploded View capability of BricsCAD®
Mechanical creates multi-axis disassembly views with
automatically generated trailing lines.

Model it once, use it many times

Turn design concept into a full BIM

Fast Generation of Draft Quality Drawing Views

Create Sheet Metal Parts

The Propagate tool uses AI to help you
automatically replicate details throughout
your BIM.

Run BIMify, and building elements are automatically
classified, leaving you more time to do
what you do best - design.

New multi-threaded drawing layout tools let you
create draft quality drawing views up to ten times
faster than before.

Create, import, rework, and unfold sheet metal parts
using the most intuitive 3D direct modeling techniques.

